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Yesterday we had all our new 
Year 7 students for September 
2016 entry come into school for 
the first time. Some of you may 
remember when you came into 
school for the first time on what 
we call a transition day. During 
the course of the day the Year 6s 
had a number of taster lessons 
so they could see what life and 
learning at secondary school is 
like. They also ate lunch in our 
canteen and had an assembly in 
our Sports Hall. In the afternoon 
they found out which houses they 
were all in and collected their 
uniform - with the appropriate 
house coloured tie. All of the 
students who came in really 
enjoyed the day and are looking 
forward to joining us next term! 
What struck me the most was 
how helpful and hospitable you 
all were to the new students 
who came in, showing them 
where to go for their lessons and 
helping them if they were lost or 
worried. You were all fantastic 
ambassadors for the school and 
showed the younger children 
that although we are a big school 
we’re not at all scary! Well done!

Spotted at 
APA

Year 6 into 7 
Transition Day



Big Up of the Week!

APA Community

We’d like to say a big thank you to Genevieve 
Field, one of our governors, for loaning us 3 
backpakcs, 2 tents and a stove. We are now 
fully prepared for our ascent of Scafell Pike, 
England’s highest peak.
Since our AS exams finished we have been 
putting a lot of work into our fitness. Omar 
has been chopping trees down with a blunt 
axe, Cameron has been sleeping in an oxygen 
chamber, Stefanos has been shredding his guitar 
solos faster than ever (dexterity of fingers being 
essential to pitching a tent), Charlie has been 
eating raw meat now for 10 days (unfortunately 
this has made him very ill  - get well soon 
Charlie) and Arlind has not been seen now 
for over a week, amid reports that he has left 
London for high altitude training. 
Suffice to say we are ready and looking forward 
to the trip. We promise to send you some 
pictures once we’re back.
Charlie, Omar, Stefanos, Arlind, Cameron

APA Boys prepare for the climb of their 
lives

Flying the flag for our Houses

“I big up Ben for making 
me laugh.” Anon

“Big Up Mia (Yr8)” 
From xxx
“Big up Izzy (Yr9)” Anon

“BIG UP MR A” Shakira

“Big up Dionne”Anon

“Big up Maria xxx” From 
xxx

“Big up Kosta Yr7!” 
Anon

“Shameille and Liana 
<3” Anon

“Big up Miss Downey!” 
Anon

“Big up Miss Harris” 
Anon

“Big up Abdi (Y7) for 
being so considerate with 
the Year 6 student. - He 
picked up and helped 
a boy who fell whilst 
playing football.” Miss 
Sinot
Well done to all the students 
who have led tours this week or 
anwered questions from the year 
6s. You have all been fantastic 
ambassadors for the school!

Guess the name

You might have already seen our House flags 
which are now standing proudly outside the 
main entrance to the school. Over the next few 
weeks and especially after Summer you can look 
forward to seeing more exciting design work 
taking place around the school. - We hope this 
will encourage you all to get earning those house 
points!

Can you guess the full name 
of a student in this school 
that these cryptic picture 
clues spell out?

Marsh

Answer: Romello Senior (Row-Mallow Sea-Knee-Oar)

Forename

Surname



Messages from the Heads of Year
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Top Point Scorers
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Top Point Scorer

House News and Competitions

Year 7 Notices

Brunel RowlingMcQueenTuring

Farnaz, Agustina, Kyle Fowler, 
Sacha and Najam STILL 
HAVE 100% ATTENDANCE!! 
WOOO! Having higher 
attandance has been 
statistically proven to imrpove 
your outcomes at GCSE and 
A Level - So you five are on 
definitely on the path to 
success!

Well done to Asifa, Alfie A, 
Soham, Chakiena, Sophia E, 
Ibraaheem, Andria, Konstantinos
and Stephen S who all still have 
100% attendance as we reach our 
final weeks of the school year!

Well done to Ashia, Robyn and 
Brenda who are the last women 
standing with 100% attendance 
across Year 9 and 10. A special 
honour goes to Brenda who has not 
only 100% attendance but a perfect 
record of 0 lates!

Hamza 
Lataoui

most positive 
points in the  
school this 

week

Louise 
Chesters

Average Attendance

Year 9

Year 10

52 80 111
Net Points this week

Eugenia Gomez 
and 

Maria Upfold

Lynn- Esther 
Kacou

Zainyb Al-
Kuwaity and 

Agustina 
D’Amico

95%

94

Top Point Scorers

94%94%95%

Alea 
Barham

Samantha Dewee

Year 8 Notices

After a Friday afternoon of potential showers, 
lost students, people stuck in mud and odd 
looks from some very confused squirrels 
we finally had the results of the 2016 House 
Orienteering competition.
In 1st place was Rowling house, finding a total 
of 5 flags and getting back to base in time.
In 2nd place was Turing house who found the 
greatest number of flags but did not make it 
back to the base in time.
And in joint 3rd place were Brunel and 
McQueen.

Reem El-Sayed

Well done to everyone who 
helped out on the transition day 
yesterday! You were all fantastic!

Maria Upfold

Lynn- Esther 
Kacou

Eugenia 
Gomez

most positive 
points in the  
school this 

week


